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In the current diabetes management paradigm, we know that in evaluating the overall quality of glycemic control, besides

the traditional measurements of glycemias and HbA1c, we need also to evaluate the degree of glycemic values

fluctuations, which are incorporated in the glycemic variability phenomena. It is well known, that independently of glycemic

values and HbA1c, glycemic variability is associated with the development of chronic diabetes complications and is linked

to an increased risk of clinically significant hypo- and hyper- glycemias. To evaluate glycemic variability, several

parameters are recommended, depending on what component of glycemic varibility is wanted to be assessed. Herein, the

most frequently used parameters of glycemic variability are presented, how these parameters are calculated as well as

their individual clinical usage are also described. 
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1. Introduction

For a long period of time, the hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) level was considered the gold standard measurement in evaluating

the quality of glycemic control and thus in evaluating the overall quality of diabetes mellitus (DM) management. However,

recently, with the emerging, large-scale availability of continuous glucose monitoring systems (CGMS), a set of limitations

associated with the single use of HbA1c such as the lack of quantification of glycemic value fluctuations or the lack of an

obvious wave of the real number of hypoglycemic episodes led to an increase in the need of implementation of new valid

indicators of glycemic control . This was emphasized by the existence of patients with microvascular and

macrovascular complications, despite maintaining an optimal range of HbA1c . The large-scale use of CGMS allowed

the use of novel, emerging indicators of glycemic control, not only the weighted average glycemic values (like in the case

of HbA1c) counts but also glycemic variability (GV) .

GV represents the magnitude of the glycemia’s oscillations in a patient during a pre-defined interval of time. GV is a broad

term comprising the variations in the glycemic values during very short intervals of time, like GV after events that can

impact glycemia; during short or medium intervals of time; like GV for one day or long interval of times; or like differences

between glycemic values at the same time of different days .

Currently, GV emerges as a valuable tool in evaluating the management of diabetes, showing that, on the one hand, GV

is a predictor of diabetes complications and, on the other hand, a high GV represents a major burden in achieving the

target values of traditional glycemic control parameters, like HbA1c. It is known that the amplitude of GV is positively

correlated with the risk for development of all the diabetes chronic complications: neuropathy, retinopathy, chronic kidney

diseases and macrovascular issues (such as coronary artery disease, peripheric artery disease, and cerebrovascular

disease), this association being mainly mediated by the increase of inflammation and oxidative stress, which is a

consequence of higher GV . Moreover, increased GV was linked in several observations to a higher risk of mortality,

an observation linked to both direct consequences of GV (i.e., by having a higher risk of severe hypoglycemic events or

by emphasizing the risk of cardiac arrythmias) as well as based on indirect consequences (i.e., by increasing the risk of

macrovascular diseases, major cardiovascular events, and other diabetes complications) . Furthermore, a high GV

leads to the impossibility to achieve optimal HbA1c target values without hypoglycemic events. A person with a higher GV

will have a more frequent nadir glycemic value in the range of hypoglycemia compared to a person with similar HbA1c but

lower GV .

Blood glucose values are homeostatic variables with a high degree of instability, even in short time spectrums, being

influenced by several physiologic (i.e., glucose intake, emotional stress, or exercise) or pathologic (i.e., inflammation,

infections or endocrine disorders) conditions . This glycemic instability is more accentuated in patients with DM,

especially in patients with type 1 diabetes. Having these important oscillations in short time intervals, evaluating GV was

not feasible in clinical practice prior to the availability on a large scale of CGMS since the self-monitoring of blood glucose
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(SBMG) using the traditional methods via glucose meters lacked essential information regarding glucose oscillations

between the measurements (the classical SMBG profile has seven daily measurements and usually is not performed by

patients on a regular basis as a standard of care monitoring due to costs and discomfort). CGMS measure glycemia in

short time intervals (usually at every 5 min), using a sensor that is inserted weekly or at two weeks subcutaneously, thus

eliminating the need of fingerpicking and the costs of using blood glucose tests . CGMS may reveal both the

glycemic values and glycemic trends to the patient in real time, thus allowing him to act to improve glycemia and avoid

hypoglycemia as well as to store the recorded values and thus to allow further analysis of the time-related glycemia,

including here the analysis of GV .

2. Parameters Used to Evaluate Glycemic Variability

2.1. Standard Deviation

Standard deviation (SD) is the most basic index used to evaluate the GV. It describes the dispersion of all glucose

measurements in a timeframe relative to the average glucose value in that timeframe. The SD is calculated as being the

square root of the sum of squared differences between each value and the average, divided to the number of

measurements minus one (Equation (1)). A higher SD is associated with an increased GV .

(1)

Equation (1): Standard deviation. x—the ith glycemic value measured; �̲�¯—the average of glycemia; n—the number of

glycemic measurements.

Simplified, one should imagine the SD as the average of the distances between each individual glycemia and the mean

glycemia in the monitored timeframe. The SD has the advantage of evaluating all the glycemic variations in the defined

timeframe and the advantage of being simple to calculate without the need of specialized software. However, from a

clinical point of view, the SD has the main disadvantage that it reveals just the amplitude of glycemic oscillations; however,

oscillations with the same amplitude have different clinical implications related to the starting point of the oscillation .

For example, if an increase with 60 mg/dL of glycemia from 50 mg/dL or from 300 mg/dL is recorded, in both cases the

same SD will be obtained. However, from a clinical point of view, the oscillation from the first scenario has a much higher

importance compared to the oscillation from the second scenario, a fact that cannot be assessed using the SD. Another

drawback in using SD is that it can assess the GV just for the entire studied timeframe, thus making it impossible to

evaluate GV during events of special interest (i.e., post-prandial or post-treatment GV) . Moreover, since the SD counts

all measurements in the monitored timeframe, the values close to the average may artificially decrease the SD, leading

thus to underestimation of the magnitude of clinically relevant glycemic oscillations .

2.2. Coefficient of Variation

The coefficient of variation (CV) is obtained by dividing the SD to the average of the glycemic values (Equation (2)), thus

being a GV index adjusted in relation to the average glycemia, resolving thus the clinical impact issue of using just SD to

evaluate GV . A higher CV is associated with higher GV. By evaluating the GV using CV, for the same absolute

oscillation obtained at different average glycemia, a higher CV will be obtained for the oscillation associated with the lower

average glycemia. The ease of calculation and ability to encompass the distribution of glycemic values to estimate the risk

for hypoglycemic events make CV a reliable, large-scale, and often-used GV index. Besides resolving the clinical impact

issue, the usage of CV has not demonstrated a great impact on diabetes control .

(2)

Equation (2): Coefficient of variation. 𝜎—standard deviation; �̲�¯—the average of glycemic values.

Current guidelines recommend achieving a CV lower than 0.36 (or 36% if expressed as percentage) considering that a

CV lower than 0.36 is associated with stable glycemia, with respectively higher or equal to 0.36 denoting unstable blood

glucose levels . However, several studies set different threshold values for CV, below 0.33 (33%), suggesting that a

stricter CV target reduces the risk of hypoglycemic episodes, especially in patients following insulin-based regimens or

with oral hypoglycemic therapy such as sulfonylureas. Moreover, these targets can also vary depending on the
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demographic characteristics. For example, a study conducted in China including patients with T1DM and T2DM (divided

by treatment type) set the threshold of CV at 0.33. This value was set based on the percentage of patients that achieved a

target time in range value (above 70%) .

Even so, clinical analysis using T1DM patients highlights the importance of CV for diabetes management, observing that a

lower CV is associated with a higher percentage of time spent in the range limit .

2.3. Mean Amplitude of Glycemic Excursions

The mean amplitude of glycemic excursions (MAGE) is a GV index that evaluates only the amplitude of important,

clinically relevant variations, omitting from analysis any glycemic variations between one SD below and one SD above

average glycemia. The MAGE index is calculated as the mean distances between consecutive nadirs and zeniths of blood

glucose, which are lower than average minus SD respectively higher than average plus SD (Equation (3)) . Thus, by

removing the glycemic values close to the average from analysis, the MAGE index allows evaluation of the importance of

the variations with clinical relevance, the variations having an amplitude higher than one SD . The use of the MAGE

index does not allow evaluation of the stability of the glycemic values, nor the time spent in hypo- or hyper-glycemia;

however, it is mainly designed to provide insights regarding the extent to which glycemic excursions occur between fasting

state hypoglycemia and postprandial hyperglycemia .

(3)

Equation (3): Mean amplitude of glycemic excursions. λ—each blood glucose increases or decreases (nadir-peak or peak

nadir); n—number of observations; v = 1 SD of mean glucose for 24 h period.

2.4. Continuous Overall Net Glycemic Action

The Continuous Overall Net Glycemic Action Index (CONGA) is a spectral analysis index that is obtained as the SD of the

differences in glycemia between variable, pre-defined time intervals (spectrums) . The CONGA index has the

advantage of allowing evaluation of the GV for different pre-specified intervals, corresponding to different evaluated

activities (Equation (4)). For example, by using CONGA-1 (for a 1 h interval time spectrum), the overall daily GV will be

evaluated; by using CONGA-2 (for a 2 h time spectrum), the GV related to snacks for patients treated with regular insulin

or meals for patients treated with rapid acting insulin analogues will be evaluated; by using CONGA-4 (a 4 h time

spectrum), the GV related to meals in patients treated with regular insulins will be evaluated, respectively; by using

CONGA-12 (a 12 h spectrum), data regarding the GV related to basal insulins may be analyzed . The use of CONGA

as a GV index has the main advantage of having flexibility regarding the time intervals for which GV is analyzed, thus

fitting better to the individual clinical scenario that is evaluated .

(4)

Equation (4): Continuous overall net glycemic action. BG(t)—the blood glucose value at time t; BG(t − n)—the blood

glucose value at time t − n (n is the time interval); Σ—the sum of the squared differences between consecutive blood

glucose values; k—the time interval between blood glucose measurements.

2.5. The Mean of Daily Differences

The mean of daily differences (MODD) is the currently accepted standard index for evaluating the between-days GV .

The MODD is calculated as the mean absolute differences between glycemia at the same time in two consecutive days.

The MODD is mainly used to evaluate the predictability of different glucose therapies and regimens (Equation (5)) . A

higher MODD value is associated with decreased treatment predictability and increased glycemic uncertainty . An

increased MODD leads to more difficult assignment of achieving a low HbA1c in safety conditions: when the average

glucose is to be decreased in a patient with increased GV between days, there is a significantly increased risk for

developing hypoglycemic events .

(5)
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Equation (5): The mean of daily differences. BG(t)—the blood glucose value at time t; BG(t − 1)—the blood glucose value

at the previous time point; Σ—the sum of the absolute differences between consecutive blood glucose values; n—the

number of blood glucose measurements taken in a day.

2.6. J-Index

The J-index is a hybrid index, which equally evaluates both hyperglycemia as well as GV. The value of the J-index is

equally increased by the increases of GV (measured using the SD) as well as by the increases in the average glycemia.

Thus, the J-index may be considered a vector of glycemic imbalance, a condition described by both hyperglycemia and

high GV .

2.7. Time in Range

TIR is not a per se index of GV but may indirectly provide valuable information regarding both the quality of glycemic

control as well as the degree of GV. TIR emerges as a valuable measure of the quality of glycemic control with the

increased access in the future to CGMS; it is possible that TIR will undertake hemoglobin A1c as the standard of care

method used to assess the quality of the glycemic control and diabetes treatment’s efficacy . Current guidelines are

emphasizing the role of using TIR in clinical practice, pointing to its advantages over HbA1c, which is currently the

standard of care method to evaluate glycemic control and treatment efficacy . While HbA1c represents a weighted

average value of glucose values up to the last 90 days, it cannot evaluate the glycemic oscillations; thus a good HbA1c

may be obtained as an average of optimal values or as an average of extreme, undesired glycemic values (hyper- and

hypo-glycemia).

2.8. Low Blood Glucose Index

The low blood glucose index (LBGI) is an indicator of GV that measures the area under the curve when blood sugar drops

below a predetermined range (Equation (6)). For LBGI calculation, hyperglycemic episodes are excluded. The LBGI is

considered to be a predictive indicator for determining the patients who are at risk of developing hypoglycemic episodes,

having a positive impact on glycemic control, especially during nighttime .

(6)

Equation (6): Low blood glucose index.

2.9. High Blood Glucose Index

The high blood glucose index (HBGI) is an indicator that quantifies the risk of hyperglycemic episodes by measuring the

area under the curve when the blood glucose value is above a predetermined value (Equation (7)) . The HBGI and

LBGI have been shown to be predictive indicators for subsequent glycemic events, but their applicability has not been

validated .

(7)

Equation (7): High blood glucose index.

2.10. Average Daily Risk Rates

Average daily risk rates (ADRR) is an indicator of the daily risk of occurrence of hypoglycemic and hyperglycemic

excursions. To calculate the ADRR, it is necessary to measure the glycemic values over an interval of at least 14 days,

and it represents the daily sum of the highest or the lowest glycemic value outside the TIR, averaged over the daily

amounts. In case there are no glycemic values outside the TIR on a certain day, that day will be counted as zero .

Thus, the ADRR is divided into three risk categories: low risk, moderate risk, and high risk . The ADRR has been shown

in studies to be a reliable predictor of excessive glucose levels.
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2.11. M Value

The M value is a hybrid index of both GV and mean of glycemic values, providing an overview of glycemic behavior. The

assessment of diabetes management is by comparing glucose fluctuations by a value 6.6 mmol/L—considered to be

ideal. In healthy individuals, M value is zero, but it rises with higher glycemic excursions. It is considered to have a greater

clinical impact due to its higher increase in the presence of hypoglycemic episodes compared to hyperglycemic ones. The

calculation requires the sum of the average value of the logarithmic transformation of the deviation from the reference

value over a 24 h period with a magnitude correction factor .
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